Hello! Thanks for taking the time to check out our CTO role. We're extremely excited to be
hiring for this position, and are doing so as we look to scale our growing business.

Who are Queen's?
We are on a mission to modernise and improve the high-end logistics industry. The industry
is archaic, not-customer-friendly, and tech solutions are few and far between. We are
looking to change this.
We started our journey by focusing on fine art logistics, and have shipped hundreds of
millions of dollars of art since we launched in 2018.
We're now looking to build the team who can help transform us from the niche startup we
currently are, to a trusted international brand who customers can rely on to safely get their
valuables from A to B.
We're young and hungry, and are looking for ambitious people with founder-mentality to be
part of our team.

Who are we looking for?
We started life as a mainly offline business. We have an excellent client-base and a thriving
business, though are now looking to increase the quality of our existing services by teching
up. We are looking for our first technical hire, who can come in and build a tech team to
help us execute on our mission.
Specifically, we are currently looking to build:
-

a fine art logistics booking platform
tools that help us automate the sales and post-sales processes as much as possible
a new Queen’s Relocations site, a Relocations booking platform, and tools that
automate the process as much as possible
Queen’s Lite, a lower-end-of-high-end express service that requires less handholding

-

endless customer service improvement hacks (even something as basic as
automated client update emails would set us apart)

We would love to meet you if:
•
•
•
•
•
•

You are someone who will get excited by being a key part of a growing company
You're a problem solver who enjoys figuring out which problems to solve as much as
actually solving them
You enjoy strategising with a team, and working out how to implement your strategies
You enjoy building teams and managing people
You want to be a key part of growing a great company with great people
You're a risk taker, and are always looking to try out new ways of doing things

We are London-based, though are mainly remote (we're still figuring out our office situation
and will probably end up most of us doing 1 or 2 days a week in the office).

If the above sounds good please get in touch - we'd love to hear from you.
Please email over your CV and a cover letter to jamie@queensfineart.com

